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6 l Sometimes difference of opinion of another kind crops up 
between comrades. 

Some comrades feel dejected when they make mistakes. Somo 
others feel proud or the successes they achieved in their programme. 
Those who have little experience in struggle try to evade things while 
comrades who have Jong experience pose as if they know everything. 
Com rad ca from peasant and working class background feel proud of their 
class nature, and look down on intellectuals. On the other hand, the 
intellectuals are proud of their smartness and look down on peasant and 
working class comrades. The comrades who gain expertise in a particular 
work look down on others. The youth look down on the older comrades 
and the older comrades feel superior due to their experience and look 
down at the new, inexperienced comrades. 

By launching a critical struggle against such wrong trenda alone, by 
giving proper political educiation alone can such wrong trends be eradicated 
in the Party members and full unity of the Party achieved. 

Charo Mazamdar group's adventurism 

In the above artide, comrade Mao bas made a deep analysis of the 
left mistakes,in the Communist Party of China. 

In India, the Communist Party was subjected, time and again, to left 
and right deviations. Mainly in the last 20 years, it was subjected to the 
mistakes of revisionism and neo-rcvisionism. It is only in the recent times 
that the Communist Revolutionaries have broken off from revisionism and 
neo-revisionism, based themselves on Marxism-Leninism. They started to 
organise the people for armed struggle through the People's War path. In 
�omc states the armed peasant struggles at different levels, aro being 
conducted under the leadership of the Communist Revolutionaries. Tho 
frustration with revisionism in Party for many years, the frustration with 
the exploitation and repression of the big bourgeois big landlord Congress 
government were the roo.t cause of the Cbaru Mazumdar group taking to 
left adventurist policies in applying the People's War path in India. This 
caused severe damage to the people's movements in somo areas. Charu 
Mazumdar group adopted left adventurism in political, organisational issues 
and in struggle tactics. Wo have to deeply analyse Charu group�s left 

) adventurist line and draw appropriate lessons. Similarly, some left errors 
were committed in the armed peasant struggle also. We have to analyse 
them. Wo have mentioned clearly about the left errors committed in our 
movement in the document .. Two Years of Armed Struggle-Our experi
ences". 

We are of the opinion that the Charo Mazumdar group made the 
followin1 mistake• in tactic• of struggle, and in organisational and political 
isaues. 
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